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Low-level optimization

Preparation for operation consists of two 

optimization levels: graph-level and operator-

level optimizations, which provide 

performance portability to deep learning 

workloads across diverse hardware back-ends.

Binary code

Optimized 

binary code

Framework

(PyTorch, CoreML, Tensorflow, 

DarkNet, Keras, MXNet)
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XLA TVM ONNC

Developer Google SAMPL group Skymizer

Assembly Only with TensorFlow

XLA AOT (Ahead-of-Time) compiler. Own tool 

tfcompile, no ready-made, build is made from 

source. Compiler runs through the build system 

(Bazel), no API. The process of obtaining the 

target code is quite simple, using Bazel

configurations.

Build from source, contains the API on Python.

The compiler is built into the Relay API 

(intermediate representation), a library with 

target code is created automatically for the 

selected platform.

Build from source, no API.

The compiler is called directly from input sets 

and command line parameters.

API Only for JIT and TensorFlow training stage. Yes No

Documentation Good documentation and community, lots of 

examples.

Good documentation and community, lots of 

examples.

Several documents and presentations, almost no 

discussions and examples of use

TPU support No.

The sources seem to be closed because there are 

blank plugs.

No No

Supported DL 

frameworks

TF, Keras TF, Keras, MXNet, ONNX, CoreML, Caffe2 ONNX

Intermediate data Graphs in text and graphviz formats. LLVM IR for 

LLVM backends. Intermediate representation of 

HLO IR. 

Graphs in json. LLVM IR for LLVM backends. 

Relay Intermediate Representation. 

ONNC IR Intermediate Representation.

Description of 

optimizations

Only in the sources, not in documentation. Only in the sources, not in documentation. Only in the sources, not in documentation.
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▪ TVM provides performance portability to deep learning 

workloads across diverse hardware back-ends. 

▪ TVM takes a high-level specification of a deep learning 

program from existing frameworks and generates low-level 

optimized code for a diverse set of hardware back-ends. 

▪ TVM provides novel schedule primitives that take advantage 

of cross-thread memory reuse, novel hardware intrinsic, and 

latency hiding. 

▪ TVM provides a machine learning based optimization system 

to automatically explore and search for optimized tensor 

operators. 

Overview

TVM exploits a computational graph representation to apply 

high-level optimizations: a node represents an operation on 

tensors or program inputs, and edges represent data 

dependencies between operations. It implements many graph-

level optimizations: 

▪ Operator Fusion – fuses multiple small operations together;

▪ Constant-folding – pre-computes graph parts that can be 

determined statically, saving execution costs;

▪ Static Memory Planning Pass – pre-allocates memory to hold 

each intermediate tensor;

▪ Data Layout Transformations – transform internal data 

layouts into back-end-friendly forms.

Graph-level Optimizations
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GPU end-to-end evaluation for TVM, MXNet, 

Tensorflow, and Tensorflow XLA. Tested on the 

NVIDIA Titan X.

ARM A53 end-to-end evaluation of TVM and TFLite.
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customized optimization 
of neural network for a specific processor, 

selecting and implementing best-fit algorithms. 

frameworks modification 
for accelerators with new generation 

architecture.
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TVM

TOPI

Relay frontend

Tensorflow

Keras

MXNet

ONNX

CoreML

Trained model

Relay compiler

Graph optimizations

Tensor operators

Compiler toolchain

▪ Final graph

▪ Compiled module

▪ Parameters 

TVM Graph Runtime

TPU module

Inference result

CUDA optimizations

Operators

Planner optimizations

Сode-generator

CUDA optimizations

CUDA optimizations

CUDA optimizations

TPU optimizations

SPIRV

LLVM

CUDA

Metal

OpenCL

TPU

x86 CPU

ARM CPU

AMDGPU

NVPTX

Input data

Modules that require modification or addition of new components

New components of the framework

Example: we provide TVM modification

for accelerators with new architecture.
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